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He founded the company in 2016 with the aim to provide a
platform for the world’s best C++ and Python engineers.
Coming from a middle-class family in a small village Dularpur of
Darbhanga, Bihar, he has faced a lot of struggles. As simple as

INSPIRATION

it may sound, Pankaj Choudhary has had it hard to get where
he is today. It is a true story that will not only inspire you but will
also help you get through your darkest days. The biggest issue

We are all social creatures
always looking for fantasy in real
life to trigger our thought
process and seek inspiration from
them. On a daily basis we come
across a lot of strangers but we
seek inspiration from only a few
of them, and what set them
apart are the stories that they
have to tell. Even as a child, we
grow up listening to stories of
how a hero comes to the rescue
of his people and his family, we

for someone coming from a small place is the lack of basic
necessities and education. If anyone were to be at his place,
they would have given up, but not Pankaj. After his bachelor's
degree from Gandhi Institute of Engineering andTechnology,
Gunupur, Pankaj decided to become a software engineer. He
started working for Gaine Solutions, India as a DSP Engineer
Trainee. Later in 2012, he worked as a software engineer for
Aricent. Over the span of the next few years, his dedication and
hard work were on the rise as a result of which, he was
promoted and was given the designation of SeniorSoftware
Engineer at Aricent. Pankaj has also worked for other
companies and organizations like Harman International,
GlobalLogic, Gemalto, and Cisco.

find solace in such stories.
Studies have also found that
such inspirational stories have a

CPPSECRETS

positive effect on our brain and
help us become more emphatic,
generous and improve our overall
outlook on life. Inspirational
stories are less about progress,
and more about how our people
manage mishaps, how they
vanquish their enemies and how
they grow as individuals. Pankaj
Choudhary is the founder of a
software development firm,
Cppsecrets Technologies Pvt.
Ltd.

Pankaj built Cppsecrets Technologies. Pvt. Ltd in the year 2016
and registered the company in the name of his mother and his
wife. Since the company’s creation on December 06, 2016,
Cppsecrets has rapidly grown to be one of the largest
platforms for python and C++ developers. His aim has always
been to make this company the world’s most famous and one of
the best platforms for C++ and Python Engineers. From the
outset, he has always been ambitious and thought big. He is
now leading India’s best software development company.

PRODUCT AND SERVICES

WEBSITE

Cppsecrets has a wide range of facilities it can provide to their

If you are willing to explore and

clients like Software development to help in bug fixing which

learn coding skills Cppsecrets is

allows the development & maintenance of an application,

the best platform. The company

Product development to have a regular collaboration between

aims to constantly grow, be

the developers, designers, testers, and customers to build a

respected and be trusted by our

great product & user experience development and R&D to

clients to build efficiency.

develop the most secured applications. We also expertise in IT

Company’s aim is to give people

solutions like Cloud Services, Portal and E-Commerce solution,

a platform where they can

Mobile Technology and Native Apps, Content Management

interact and learn from experts

Solutions, and QA & Testing services.

and get hired for full time jobs
and part time gigs. They not only

As a Website and app development company in India, we have

provide paid internships to

a dedicated team of professional designers and developers

people who pass our internship

who create powerful and engaging websites. Digital marketing

test but we also provide them

is another one of our services we aim at solidly.

with the certificates which can
help them in lifting their careers.

Our vision is to become the global leader in the software

The employees of the company

industry by developing a common platform for all the engineers

get customized assessments like
candidate skill assessment, prehiring
screening, certification

and technical audience. We are developing a lot of new
features in the upcoming days.

exams, development programs
for students and employees and

PROSPECTIVE

many more.
Cppsecret’s website has more
than 20K+ articles on C++, Python,
Linux, GDB and Operating
Systems and the number of
articles keep on increasing day
by day.

Having started his own successful company, Pankaj runs one of
the biggest and the most informative platform for C++ and
Python engineers. Pankaj Choudhary’s example shows that
innovative entrepreneurship and most importantly, the
eagerness to be open to groundbreaking ideas, and to
consistently be prepared to adjust a plan of action, are
considerably more significant than book information. He is an
epitome of how every middle class child can dream and
achieve their goals if they work hard and aim in the right
direction.
Having faith in yourself, being Persistent even with afflictions
and regarding rejections and disappointments as chances to
impel your own self ahead is the thing that Pankaj Choudhary’s
phenomenal life has taught us. This is the story of exceptionally
determined and optimistic entrepreneur who has surely become
an inspiration for all the aspiring engineers in the world.
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